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Second
Reading

10/0
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First & Second
Reading

15/0
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The SPEAKER (Ninjabob1797) took the chair at 14 00, made an acknowledgement of country
and read prayers.

17411
Permanent Residency Bill

Debate:
1. [ROM5419, MP, NAT] First of all, this MP would suggest waiting for the house to settle
down first. Alright, due to this being the final session of this parliament period, this bill
had to be presented again for the final reading today. Amendments from the previous
sessions regarding this contemptuous bill remain in effect. Since there were no major
objections brought up on discord this past week. This MP is satisfied with the current bill
details for final voting. So anything still up for debate? the house may discuss before we
proceed to voting.

Division:
AYES
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

NOES

Hinwapoon
_AngelKevin_
MC_Dunc
ROM5419
_Noodur
chickenjoshbwak

AYES: 10 NOES: 0
Motion is therefore resolved in the affirmative.
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Permanent Residency Bill 2018
A

BILL
TO
Commence the introduction, implementation, and optimisation of the Permanent Residency rank
as an interim rank between sojourn and citizenship as part of immigration reform.

Be it enacted by the president of the federation of WolvHaven, by and with the advice and consent of the
Senate and Representatives, in this parliament assembled, and by authority of the same, as follows -

1. New Permanent Resident (PR) rank for new immigrants (players)
a. New players who have passed both the Citizen Test and manual background checks
will be promoted to PR rather than be granted citizenship.
b. The primary purpose of the PR rank is to provide an additional layer of security to
protect against new players of malicious intent, and maintain the culture and
demographics of the server community; while providing more opportunities for
players deemed illegitimate for citizenship to experience the server’s features.
c. The Citizen Test will remain as-is, but will be renamed as the Immigration
Clearance Examination (ICE), or simply “Immigration Test”.
d. There will also be changes to the Citizen rank in order to accommodate the
proposed additional immigration regulations.
2. Permanent Resident (PR) rank details
a. The new PR rank will retain many original citizenship privileges, including:
i.
Employment in businesses and as railway drivers
ii.
Permission to access Sandbox, Gardellia, and Pangaea
iii.
Permission to build in Pangaea and Sandbox
iv.
Permission to use stored-value Metro+ cards
v.
Permission to speak in the WolvHaven Discord
vi.
Permission to own property in the City
b. However, the following privileges require further promotion to citizenship:
i.
Ownership of public housing units
ii.
Eligibility to vote in server elections
iii.
Eligibility to form or join political parties
iv.
Permission to apply for Architect rank
v.
Permission to apply to build in Gardellia
vi.
Citizen-tier punishment protocols for rule violations
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c. PRs are also subject to:
i.
Taxation based on net worth
ii.
Harsher tourist punishment protocols
3. Permanent Resident (PR) to Citizen Promotion Criteria
a. Any permanent resident shall be granted citizenship by administrators under the
following conditions:
i.
Permanent Residency for at least 1 week, subject to behavioural monitoring
reports from peers.
ii.
The PR must submit to server staff a self-introduction document written in
either essay or point form, stating their player information, their rationale
for joining the server, and what they could contribute to the server. The
document must be in a language readable by at least one staff member.
iii.
The PR must go through another (less intensive) round of manual
background checks.
iv.
The PR must have NO bans or active warnings in the past 3 months.
v.
The monthly citizenship quota has not been exceeded. (ref clause 4a)
b. A permanent resident shall be blacklisted (permanently refused) from obtaining
citizenship if any of the following are met:
i.
The PR has been (permanently) banned more than once.
ii.
The PR is an active member of a rival server or cybercrime organisation
blacklisted for acts of terrorism against WolvHaven.
c. Administrators reserve the right to promote PRs to Citizen unconditionally if the
PR in question has shown exceptionally benevolent behaviour.
d. Administrators are also permitted to demote PRs to Tourist if the PR’s current
behaviour justifies such punishment.
4. Changes to the Citizen rank
a. There will now be a maximum quota of citizen promotions to reduce the workload
of Administrators and maintain the sustainability of the server community. The
quota is to be reset every month, and the limit is dynamically determined based on
the active player population, current availability of administrators, and the security
level/defence readiness of the server.
b. Citizens that satisfy any of the following conditions will be demoted to PR:
i.
One unappealable permanent ban
ii.
Two appealable permanent bans
iii.
Four temporary bans due to warnings
iv.
Eight imprisonment periods
v.
Convicted of acts of treason (e.g. espionage on behalf of foreign entities)
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5. Short title
a. This act may be cited as the Permanent Residency Act, 2018.
6. Implementation
a. This act will only go into effect once the following are met:
i.
Approval from the President,
ii.
Approval from the incumbent Prime Minister, and
iii.
Server permissions updated according to the act details.
b. Clause 4 is only to be enacted once Clauses 1, 2, 3 have been in effect for at least
one month and deemed acceptable.
c. Players promoted to Citizen before this act goes into effect will only be affected by
clause 4b.
d. Tourists who have completed the Citizen Test but have not yet been promoted
before this act goes into effect will be promoted to Citizen if eligible.
e. Tourists who take the Immigration Test after this act goes into effect will be subject
to all relevant clauses of this act.
a. In the event that this act is to be repealed without any equivalent replacement, all
current PRs are to be immediately demoted to the Tourist rank.
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18110
Anti-plagiarism Bill

Debate:
1. [_Noodur, Independent] So just a quick question to the honorable author to this bill. Who
or what is the council mentioned in the said bill?
2. [y0urs_Tru1y, Independent] The council refers to the executive branch, in simple terms,
admins and above.
3. [Starcubed, Independent] So the bill does not specify how long the ip ban will be, so how
long will the ban be if one were to be found guilty of plagiarism.
4. [y0urs_Tru1y, Independent] I refer thee to WolvHaven Statute II/D/1.10.2, I presume all
are too lazy to look so, "Any IP ban is to be made in conjunction with a permanent ban.".
However, note that this does not apply in all cases of plagiarism. Only in cases where an
individual copies from the server for use in other servers.
5. [mopistudios, Independent] Thank you Mr Speaker, I would like to ask y0 why in clause
2.b there will be no notice given, why not give a notice? Copied in what sense? Directly
copied or inspiration? I'd like to say that the person you are talking about has since
removed the build to my knowledge. also if the person does not decide to sue them will
there still be a punishment?
6. [y0urs_Tru1y, Independent] Because there is no need to. If you have copied from some
else, you know it, so I do not need to go around looking for all possible cases to notify
you. Directly. If sufficient changes are made that it may be considered your own work,
you will not be charged under this. That is beside the point. In any case, if you have
copied someone else’s work, and do not wish to remove it, that is a calculated risk that
you have decided to take. If a person decides not to pursue charges, then it is the same
as giving permission. So no, there will not be any punishment. Also my dear Mr Speaker.
Am I to expect that you will continue to allow mopsi to interrupt me? Or are you going to
do your job.
7. [Speaker] You seem to be responding to him as if in conversation, but sure.
8. [Guywhosbadatmath, MP, HGP] I would like to ask the proposer of this bill, does one
deserve an ip ban from copying one of their own creations in gardellia, is that considered
copying from WH?
9. [y0urs_Tru1y, Independent] No. You have the right to reuse your own creations as you
see fit.
10. [mopistudios, Independent] Thank you Mr Speaker. I would like to ask the proposer. WIll
the accused be given a chance to defend his/her case?
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11. [y0urs_Tru1y, Independent] Yes as per clause 15.2, if they wish to dispute the charge,
the council will be the final judge, and we will hear any defence they wish to provide,
within reason.
12. [Starcubed, Independent] So if, oh wait, Sorry i didn’t read the bill property.
13. [y0urs_Tru1y, Independent] Well, you took the words out of my mouth
14. [guywhosbadatmath, MP, HGP] I once had a situation I overheard a conversation where
I overheard a conversation: Guy X was looking at a building made by guy Y. Guy X
wanted to make a landscaper version of guy Y’s building. Guy Y says yes. In the last bill
proposed on plagiarism, you had to show evidence of this agreement. How will this
agreement be proven in the bill.
15. [y0urs_Tru1y, Independent] Same as with any other contract. You are advised to have
some form of written or screenshot proof if you expect to later be backstabbed. We will
make effort to look up chat logs, and in the event of such disputes, we shall leave it to
the discretion of the adjudicating bodies to make an appropriate decision. Perhaps
leniency, if no history of fraud is found. However, do remember that attempts to backstab
another player is illegal under WolvHaven Statute II/D/9.2.
16. [MatthieuTofu, Independent] Could the proposer of the bill clarify the term "council" in the
clause 1/15.2
17. [y0urs_Tru1y, Independent] Objection your honour. Asked and answered.
18. [mopistudios, Independent] I would like to remind the attendees of this parliament that
the term council is defined in the wolvhaven statute.
19. [Starcubed, Independent] can i make a call on the bill itself, like not towards
mopsistudios call. So what does y0 mean when he says generic building, what is defined
as a generic building
20. [y0urs_Tru1y, Independent] Something that I can realistically create without inspiration
from an outside source. Like a random flagpole, or a lightpost, or a dirt house. Or
something with no noteworthy design elements that would characterise it as unique. Do I
need to go on?
21. [Starcubed, Independent] At what point are we allowed to proceed to voting?
22. [Speaker] After you leave my chamber. Under standing order 94a, as you have caused
disruption to this house, i hereby eject you, Starcubed, from the chamber, you may
return in 10 minutes.
23. [y0urs_Tru1y, Independent] I was going to reply, as soon as everyone is done
questioning this bill.
24. [MatthieuTofu, Independent] Thank you Mr. Speaker. If in the case that a player has
been known to plagiarise on other servers, will it be taken into account in
architect/gardellia apps or will staff not consider evidence from other servers other than
WH?
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25. [y0urs_Tru1y, Independent] Objection your honour, relevance? This question has no
relation to the bill at hand and is questioning architect/gardellia applications. Regardless,
I will say that that will be left to whomever is in charge of those applications.
26. [autobus22, MP, HGP] I've in the past created buildings to be used on multiple servers,
here and elsewhere. Would you mind clarifying if that would still be allowed under these
rules? as I therefore technically give myself permission under 1.15.6. Would my friend
mind repeating the answer? Discord is not functioning as it should as expressed earlier.
27. [y0urs_Tru1y, Independent] Objection your honour, asked and answered. Very well. Yes.
you are giving yourself permission. Therefore you are free to use any creation of your
own wherever and however you see fit. Mr Speaker, may we move on please?

Division:
AYES
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

NOES

_AngelKevin_
Mopistudios
MatthieuTofu
MC_Dunc
Hinwapoon
ROM5419
Autobus22
y0urs_Tru1y

AYES: 15 NOES: 0
Motion is therefore resolved in the affirmative.
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Anti-plagiarism Bill
A

BILL
TO
Implement punitive measures against cases of internal plagiarism.

Be it enacted by the president of the federation of WolvHaven, by and with the advice and consent of the
Senate and Representatives, in this parliament assembled, and by authority of the same, as follows -

1. Revise WH Statute II/D/15 with the following
15. Players found to have plagiarised others (Internal or external), shall be liable
to punishment not less than 1 official warning, they may also have their
citizenship revoked. The plagiarised material shall also be removed.
15.1 Any player who refuses to remove a build found to be plagiarism may
be additionally charged under WH Statute II/D/18, contempt of staff.
15.2 Any dispute if a particular build shall be considered plagiarised, shall
be adjudicated by the council.
15.3 Any staff member who is involved (Either as accused or accuser) in a
particular case of plagiarism, must recuse themselves from said case, and
may not be involved in the investigation.
15.4 Any person found to be copying or downloading any material from
the server by any means, with the intent to use such material outside of
the server, shall be punished with an IP ban.
15.5 Any build considered so generic that any person may have created
such a build without influence from the original build, shall not be
considered plagiarised.
15.6 If the player has obtained permission to use the build from the
original creator, they shall not be guilty of plagiarism.
2. Existing cases
a. The changes made shall apply retroactively. Any existing case of plagiarism may
be charged under this law.
b. 1 week shall be given for any player who may have plagiarised other builds to
remove errant builds after implementation. No notice will be given. The guilty
will know who they are.
3. Immediate action
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a. Due to the urgent necessity of this bill, and the fact that this shall be the last
session of parliament prior to elections, this bill shall undergo both 1st and 2nd
reading simultaneously in the same session.
4. Short title
a. This act may be cited as the Anti-plagiarism Act, 2018
5. Implementation
a. This act will go into effect immediately after it receives approval from the
president.
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[_AngelKevin_, MP, PM, PFG] I would like to thank all members in the chamber for the
past term, for the good and probably close to useless bills. I hope that the next term will
be better. Thank you and pick me for PM again. (Jokes please don’t) OH and good luck
for elections.
[y0urs_Tru1y, Senator, Independent, On behalf of the president] Thank you everyone for
participating in our parliamentary system. Thanks to our dear speaker and clerks for the
hard work they put in to make this a success. This has been an "enjoyable" term and I
wish all participants the very best in the upcoming elections. Parliament is hereby
dissolved. Thank you and goodnight all.
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